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Electronics first – or housing?
Device manufacturers specialize in electronics. Encasing these electronics
in housings is usually a job for the team’s electromechanical experts.
Which point of the process is right for choosing a suitable housing?

Figure 1: ESD deploys a
modular housing concept
for the production of its
electronics devices (Photo:
Phoenix Contact)
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ith its CAN-CBX device range, electronics manufacturer ESD settled on the housings first – the I/O system was only developed once the enclosure was in place.
Before the electronics of a new device are developed,
some consideration should be given to how they will be
housed. For ESD Electronic System Design, this makes
sense. The company predominantly develops and manufactures industrial communication modules based on the
CAN protocol such as CANopen and Devicenet. The company is a founding member of CiA and a member of ODVA
(Open Devicenet Vendors Association).
“With the CBX series, we have a CAN-based I/O
system in our product range that is continually updated
and expanded,” said ESD Sales Director and CiA Business
Director Harm-Peter Krause. “We have numerous gateways for communicating with other networks including Profibus, Profinet, Ethernet, and Ethercat. Further modules
are available for integrating devices with serial or wireless
interfaces.”

From the housing to the idea
In the development of the CBX modules, the final exterior
was conceived right at the beginning. Phoenix Contact’s
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modular ME MAX electronics housing formed the starting
point of the development process. This housing system not
only encases the electronics but also provides a special
feature that inspired the developers to embrace a new system concept. “The housing system’s mounting rail bus connector is perfect for handling communications between the
modules,” said Krause. “Our aim was for the five-pin bus

Figure 2: ESD’s device manufacturing makes use of the
modular electronics housings from Phoenix Contact’s
ME MAX series (Photo: Phoenix Contact)
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Figure 3: Thanks to their versatile contours, insertable
cover plates are suitable for individual modifications
(Photo: Phoenix Contact)

Figure 4: Thanks to push-in plug connectors, the devices
can be wired up without any tools (Photo: Phoenix
Contact)

connector to carry the two CANopen signals, i.e., the high
level and low level signal, as well as the two pins for the
24-V supply voltage and the functional earth ground.”
Communication between the modules takes place inside the mounting rail, which is more accurately known as
the in-rail bus. The T-shaped plug connector snaps onto
the DIN rail. “This makes installation a lot faster for our customers in terms of wiring costs and effort,” adds Krause,

“and when it comes to maintenance, the modules can be
replaced without disrupting the running processes.”
In order to meet the highest safety standards, the
contacts of the cross-connector are gold-plated. Once
ESD had established its mounting rail-based system concept for the device series, the developers turned to designing the electronics. The outcome of this approach was a
device series where all the modules have identical
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connectors. The CBX series predominantly makes use of
push-in plug connectors (Figure 4). The special contact
spring of this design ensures gas-tight contacting and requires high cable withdrawal forces. Rigid or flexible wires
with ferrules are also easy to connect due to the low insertion forces required. The last stage of assembly is installing the plug-in connectors, and then the modules are
packaged for shipping.

Customer-specific solutions
ESD also develops and manufactures individual customer
solutions for sectors such as automotive production, mechanical engineering, medical technology, aviation and
aerospace, as well as offshore deployment. The requirements placed on the housings are worked out in close consultation with the customer. Once the requirements profile of the finished solution is in place, the functions of the
housing are specified – such as installation space, housing materials, connector types, and environmental conditions. Before the PCB can be planned, a suitable electronics housing needs to be determined.
Initial prototypes usually take four to six months to
produce, again in close dialog with the customer. Serial production typically commences after another three
months. An example of a customer-specific solution for the
aviation industry is an aircraft cabin simulator. “What happens when all of the passengers press the overhead light
button at the same time?” asks Krause. “While this most
likely will never occur in practice, it still needs to be simulated. After all, the cabin lights should be fully functional at
all times.”
Figure 5: The control and monitoring system of Menck’s
deep sea hydraulic breaker is mounted directly on
the pile hammer; only a single cable for power and
communication is needed (Photo: ESD)
housings – modules with digital or analog inputs and outputs, modules for temperature sensing, and real-time
controllers. Because the series can be expanded with additional devices at any time, more and more gateways have
been added, facilitating communication via Profibus, Profinet, Ethernet, and Ethercat.
All of the company’s planning, production, and testing takes place at its Hannover plant. After the externally-sourced, pre-fitted PCBs are tested and the firmware is
installed, they are mounted in their respective housings.
First, the functional earth ground is placed in the left half
of the housing and the PCB is positioned (Figure 2). The
FE contact is established later on when the housing is
snapped onto the DIN rail. “This has greatly simplified the
handling of the modules for our customers,” said Krause.
Next, the right half of the housing is assembled and
locked in with the mounting lugs, and the cover plate is
inserted (Figure 3). The cover plates vary depending on
their labeling and on the openings they provide for the different display and operating elements. While the modules’
housings are identical, the cover plates can be matched
to each module’s specific functions. This includes openings for different connector types, such as signal or data
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Figure 6: The MUX box is the centerpiece of the control
computer – it is based on a Power PC architecture with
a Compact PCI system and CAN communications; the
I/O modules of the CBX series can be seen in the middle
(Photo: ESD)
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Deployment in underground
hydraulic breakers

One card,
many possibilities

One example of one of ESD’s many customer-specific
solutions is the hydraulic breaker of Menck. The breaker is deployed at depths of 1800 m to 3000 m in the
construction of deep sea foundations or for oil drilling.
The CAN-CBX I/O series is used on these breakers to
increase operational reliability and the control system’s
functional range. A pressure-tight container is used
to protect the control and monitoring components.
The container is installed directly on the pile hammer
(Figure 5).
Communication between the hammer drill and the
on-board PC-based operating computer is handled via
the DSL wires of the used single cable. The I/O modules inside the MUX box are deployed together with
sensors for tasks such as measuring depth pressure or
acceleration (Figure 6). A number of additional Pt100
inputs record various temperatures. These measurement readings, which are displayed by the operating
computer, provide information about water penetration,
water pressure, oil temperature, and much more.

With Phoenix Contact’s ME MAX housing system,
ESD has found the right type of enclosure for its I/O system. Its crucial advantage is its mounting rail bus connector, which carries both data and power signals. This
eliminates unnecessary cabling and human error during
wiring, and simply snapping the modules onto the DIN rail
saves a lot of time. Because only a single housing type is
being used, this keeps the part variance low, while all the
individual functions are accommodated via variable cover
plates.
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